ABSTRACT Glorya Kaufman, a philanthropist with a keen interest in dance, has given signi cant nancial resources in recent years to support dance at universities and theaters in Los Angeles. Kaufman's dance patronage is enabled by a fortune amassed by her late husband. Along with Eli Broad, Donald Bruce Kaufman co-founded Kaufman & Broad in 1957, which became a major purveyor of housing subdivisions in the United States and abroad. In this article, I contextualize Kaufman's philanthropy within the processes that generated her wealth and the economic role that suburbanization played in the post-war period. In distinction to celebratory narratives that extol patronage for dance, a Marxist analysis of Kaufman's philanthropy reveals the material connections between concert dance and real estate development. By de-obscuring the source of Kaufman's wealth, I show how dance funding is bound up in the history of white ight, urban redevelopment, and real estate schemes in Southern California. Practices of institutional critique might prove useful for rethinking Kaufman's gifts and the political functions of dance patronage.
Introduction
Glorya Kaufman, a philanthropist with a keen interest in dance, has given signi cant nancial resources in recent years to dance institutions in Los Angeles. In 2012, she donated funding to the University of Southern California (USC) to establish a new dance department, including $46 million to build the Glorya Kaufman International Dance Center, opening in the fall of 2016. With this funding, USC's new dance school appointed prominent contemporary ballet choreographer William Forsythe as artistic adviser. This came on the heels of major donations to the University of California, Los Angeles (an $18 million gift to restore the dance building, which amounted to the largest individual arts donation in UC history) as well as $20 million to the Los Angeles Music Center to fund performances by touring dance companies. A fortune amassed by her late husband, who died in 1983, underpins these recent allocations of dance funding. Along with Eli Broad, Glorya Kaufman's dance patronage offers a case to chart the relation between concert dance and capital accumulation and to consider how dance patronage might function to legitimate real estate development. I contextualize Kaufman's philanthropy within the processes that generated her wealth and the economic role that suburbanization has played in the postwar United States context. A Marxist analysis of Kaufman's philanthropy illuminates the dynamics of capitalist generosity, as it transmutes processes of exploitation into acts of giving. I point not towards Kaufman's personal generosity or sel shness, but to how the structural relations of capitalism shape arts institutions. Far from a simple act of generosity, her patronage functions to "art wash" regimes of real estate speculation. Patronage allows pro teering to become re-gured as altruistic support of dancerly grace. De-obscuring the source of Kaufman's wealth shows us how concert dance funding is bound up in the history of suburbanization, white ight, and urban redevelopment in the Southern Californian context. While institutional critique within dance may appear ill-advised considering how little funding supports concert dance, I hope that charting the connections between dance and real estate can help dancers to soberly consider what made this capital accumulation possible and who bene ts from these gifts.
Examining the nancial sources of Kaufman's philanthropy presents an occasion think expansively about the politics of concert dance. In approaching questions of politics, dance scholarship often investigates the construction of identity within movement practices or nds within dance forms of collective resistance and resilience, while sidestepping the concrete material circumstances at play. Critical inquiry into dance patronage can reexamine the autonomy traditionally claimed by dance as an art form, as distanced from commercial, erotic, and social dance. Dance as an aesthetic practice usually holds three claims to autonomy: economic autonomy (dancing as separate from the pursuit of pro t), social autonomy (dance as a specialized eld, distinct from every day, amateur practices), and political autonomy (dance as a form of unfettered expression).
Detailing sources of funding for dance can show the limits of these forms of autonomy, as economic interests crucially constrain concert dance. Private patronage in the arts can have various material functions: a) it re ects a stake in the speculative value of art works, b) donations come at opportune moments to distract from nefarious business practices and promote the public image of corporations, c) patrons utilize cultural institutions as tax havens, or d) patronage functions as a means to exert control over urban centers. This last line of inquiry becomes important for thinking about Glorya Kaufman and her Los Angeles context.
Approaches to Cultural Patronage
Informed by the gesture of institutional critique, I offer a critical account of Kaufman focus on the nancial relationships between dance institutions and real estate speculation. argues that private "foundations are repositories of twice-stolen wealth-a) pro t sheltered from b) taxes-that can be retrieved by those who stole it at the opera or the museum, at Harvard or a ne medical facility. " Gilmore's view of philanthropy is rooted within Marxist political economy, an economic framework that understands pro t itself as a form of theft. Mainstream or neoclassical economics posit capitalism as a benign system of exchange in which nancial rewards go to those with innovative thinking, entrepreneurial cunning, and an appetite for risk. In contrast, Marxian economics views pro t, or "surplus-value, " as originating in the exploitation of labor-power. Capitalism's emergence and rise to global dominance rest upon violent processes of primitive accumulation, dispossession, and exploitation, as George Caffentzis describes:
Capitalism did not start as the result of the realization that trading commodities is a "win-win" exchange, but as a series of acts of violent expropriation and enslavement in many sites across the planet. This violence made it possible to accumulate the initial mass of laboring bodies required for the endangered ruling classes of Western Europe to begin a cycle of exploitation that has lasted to this day.
When viewed through this lens, private philanthropy takes on a different tenor as a tool of the capitalist class to buttress their economic and political power. Tracking how Glorya Kaufman came to possess her wealth allows us to chart the connections between concert dance, capital accumulation, and land use struggles.
History of Kaufman & Broad
To understand where Kaufman's wealth comes from, we must begin in Detroit where The rst bit of conventional wisdom that my homebuilding partner, Don Kaufman, and I encountered was the rm belief that no one in Detroit would buy a house without a basement. We asked, "Why not?" The answer produced our rst big idea: no basements… Basements had historically been the place to store coal to heat your home for the winter. New gas heating eliminated the need to stockpile coal, so basements weren't a necessity.
In addition to eliminating basements, they used inexpensive building materials, swapped the garage for a carport, removed architects' fees by designing the layout themselves, and developed an accelerated construction schedule that was four weeks faster than their competitors. They approached home-building not as real estate development but as a Capital used suburban housing development and its accompanying infrastructure to ll the role that the war industries had previously played in absorbing economic surplus and staving off crisis. In Harvey's analysis of the social logic accompanying suburbanization, suburbia embodies a new ideal of family life, an ideal so emotionally charged that it made the home more sacred to the bourgeoisie than any place of worship . . . . Yet this "utopia" was always at most a partial paradise, a refuge not only from threatening elements in the city but also from discordant elements in bourgeois society itself. From its origins, the suburban world of leisure, family life, and union with nature was based on the principle of exclusion.
These bourgeois utopias exclude all industry, allowing residents to spatially dissociate from the world of capital and work into a fantasy of neighborly leisure.
Racial exclusion also played an equally salient role in the process of postwar suburbanization. In Eric Avila's illuminating analysis, suburbanization crucially contributed to the process of white racial formation, with space functioning as a means to codify racial identity. Avila views the term 'white ight' as a misnomer, as the process of moving to the suburbs helped to consolidate whiteness as a racial category. He argues that the socio-spatial order emerging in the postwar period sanctioned the formation of a new racial geography. Whiteness, as opposed to a smattering of distinct European ethnicities, became the product of suburbanization and its logic of racial exclusion. An inclusive white identity, in distinction to the concentration of racial otherness in urban centers, became a consequence of suburbia, which Avila understands as having lasting effects: "the spatial reorganization of the American city gave rise to a new racial awareness that, for better or for worse, still grips our collective imagination. " The values embedded within suburbia-homogeneity, containment, predictability-correspond to the emptying out of distinct ethnic identities that is characteristic of whiteness. The her desire to exert aesthetic control and her privileging of balletic/modern dance technical prowess as a barometer for dance education. Kaufman adopted a "hands-on, " or more accurately top-down, approach to the UCLA building, which she described to the Los Angeles Times: "I picked out every color and every chair and the wood. " A former UCLA undergraduate remembers that Kaufman made large x's in permanent marker on any piece of marble that was not white enough, demanding their replacement. She forbid the department to tape any posters to the walls, so that the hallways would remain pristinely empty. As a nal ourish, she had a bas relief sculpture of herself as a young dancer installed in the building's outdoor courtyard. Kaufman told the New York Times that exerting control over design decisions makes funding projects worthwhile for her: "I don't do anything unless I'm involved, because that's no fun. And besides, they're using my name. I better like it! So I'm going to be part of the design of the building and the curriculum. " For Kaufman, philanthropy means exercising her own cultural taste.
The irony of UCLA's Kaufman Hall is that architects designed the building for a dance program and performance series that did not exist. UCLA had created a dance department in 1962, yet because of a decrease in arts funding in the 1990s, the program had folded into the World Arts and Cultures department in 1995. Originally named "Ethnic Arts, " faculty from six departments created World Arts and Cultures in 1972 in response to student struggles demanding a non-Eurocentric arts curriculum. The WAC department offers classes in numerous non-western dance forms, and the faculty have an experimental and postmodern orientation. Kaufman's attempt to create a dance school focused on conservatory training in modern and ballet chafed against the priorities of the existing department. Kaufman's building includes a 274-seat dance theater, an 89-seat black box theater, a garden pavilion theater, and a box of ce, which she intended as facilities for robust dance programming. In reporting on the building's renovation, Victoria Looseleaf and Allan Ullrich described the lack of infrastructure for utilizing Kaufman Hall as a dance presenter: "programming works other than student-faculty fare poses an immediate challenge. Christopher Waterman, dean of the School of the Arts and Architecture, says that no endowment currently exists for such fare, and that it might take a year to determine how community needs could be integrated with UCLA's use of the building. " The building's box of ce has rarely been used. In speaking with the New York Times, Kaufman was reticent to speak about her displeasure with UCLA: "I don't like to talk about it. Let's just say I was disappointed with U.C.L.A. They weren't able to realize my What exactly draws Kaufman to dance? She has never studied ballet or modern dance, preferring to pick up social dances such as the tango, the quickstep, and the chacha. Kaufman has stated that she always wanted to be a dancer, but her family lacked the money for lessons when she was a child. Her tastes are not especially avant-garde:
she loves the televised dance competition So You Think You Can Dance and never misses an episode. Kaufman conceptualizes dance as a conduit for happiness and edifying character development: "This is something that brings joy, and I don't think we have enough of it [ . . .] It gives you self-esteem, posture. You know how to walk into a room. "
Kaufman understands dance as capable of bridging forms of social difference, describing the medium's "ability to cross socio-cultural boundaries that often separate people and bring them together, as well as facilitating their ability to communicate with one another. " Re ecting these priorities, the USC school offers training in diverse dance forms and has hired some estimable artists of color. Kaufman's patronage evinces the hope that dance practices can connect diverse communities, while evading the social circumstances of white ight and racially exclusionary housing policies contributing to these historical divisions. Dance is intended to alleviate the social effects of the structural violence that predicates Kaufman's fortune. While her foundation extols the ability of dance to connect people across difference, Kaufman simultaneously was dissatis ed with UCLA because it did not center conservatory training in western concert forms.
Kaufman's insistence that dance be happy suggests her desire to leave the enduring realities of racism and class strati cation out of the stage light.
Kaufman's philanthropic giving at UCLA and USC bears a relationship to the logic of real estate development that underpins her fortune. She focuses the bulk of her resources on The circumstances of both Broad and Kaufman's philanthropy-that wealth generated through the mass production of suburban tract housing later becomes funding for contemporary art and dance institutions in an urban center-complicates the urban/suburban relationship. Kaufman & Broad made it their business to disseminate suburban housing on a large scale, encouraging the de-centralization of regional development. In the postwar period, suburbia offered peaceful, residential homes for white families, distanced from their racialized fears about urban life. Yet with this movement to the suburbs came banality, inauthenticity, and boredom. Suburbia-its site un-speci city, its "anywhere" quality, its sterile safety, its endless replication-generated the lure of the urban. The impulse to live in the city, to be proximate to art scenes and "ethnic" restaurants, in turn fuels gentri cation, which David Harvey describes: "Even the incoherent, bland and monotonous suburban tract development that continues to dominate in many areas, now gets its antidote in a 'new urbanism' movement that touts the sale of community and a boutique lifestyle as a developer product to ful ll urban dreams. " In the case of Kaufman & Broad, the spoils of suburban development become the other hand, dance scholars rarely incorporate these economic processes into analyses of concert dance. I dwell in the banal yet rarely dealt with the material conditions of dance in the hope that the familiar may begin to seem strange and, perhaps even, intolerable. I hope that generous support comes to seem eerie and ominous. In some respects, the details of where Kaufman's money comes from do not matter, because capital accumulation ows from the same source: exploitation. The speci cs of Kaufman's case are relevant, however, to re-contextualizing celebrations of an alleged dance renaissance in Los Angeles. While the rich seek to transubstantiate their wealth into enduring civic institutions and cultural immortality, we must attend to what was involved in accumulating these fortunes and how concert dance might materialize as the fruit or owers placed atop a capitalist system. So long as we continue to live within a capitalist mode of production, dance, like all things, will remain bound up in the structures of exploitation that underpin our world. In response to surveying the in uence of economic factors upon dance, some might seek to defend the autonomy of the medium, advocating for a good, sustainable, and just institutionality. Some might rally for an increase in public funding for the arts to curtail the in uence of wealthy individuals. Some might call for a democratization of leadership at cultural institutions or a more inclusive curatorial framework. What distinguishes a Marxian perspective from these more social democratic modes is a foundational critique of capitalist accumulation. Dance as an art medium is ripe with contradiction; concert dance both is and is not autonomous from capital. Rather than defending the autonomy of dance from economic incursion, I focus on the ambivalences that necessarily accompany concert dance within a capitalist context. The contradictions within the eld of dance (that dancers' movements are both free and constrained) will nd resolution only through a historical change in the organization of economic life more broadly. But you know, was it all a storm in a tea cup. Artists refused to sign, they said it was all insane or meaningless, too speci c, too passive, if we attack Philip Morris, why not this or that company or trustee. And we are all a part of this world, aren't we? And so on and so on, as we all know it too well! The situation just got worse and worse, compromised by a general acceptance of the status quo. Discouraging! Buren's narrative points to the dif culty of de ning the boundaries of critique, which can result in political resignation. In writing about critical art practices, Andrea Fraser de nes institutional critique as "a methodology of critical re exive site-speci city, " which invites the artist to re ect on how the object of critique is also within oneself. She notes how the art eld is not simply composed of established museums, but involves many participants who make up the social relations surrounding art. For Fraser, institutional critique can involve a splitting off of unwanted aspects of ourselves onto an external object-the museum, the corporate sponsor, or the patron, for example. Re ecting on how one participates in institutions is at the core of critical art practice. Fraser advocates for a Kaufman as a way of answering many questions that nagged me as a graduate student.
The Remaking of Downtown Los Angeles
Why are graduate student workers paid so little but surrounded by white marble? Why is Los Angeles so spread out? Why do I feel alienated in this building and in Westwood more 
